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On 11/17, I came out to check the pump in the morning and we are 
having an obvious water flow into several units. Our deepest 
unit, N148 E61, in which Dave Frantz had hit a water vein several 
days ago, had filled up the unit Just to the south of there and 
was also filling N146 E59. It was still not above the level of 
the redlbrown peat, but was in contact with itu Some of the sand 
out of the sand seam in the western profile has formed a small 
delta as it flowed out when it came in contact with the water. I 
Siphoned it out in about twenty minutes and see no 
straightforward solution to this other than to get a small 
siphon, which would run continuously, or installing an additional 
well-point and packing it in sand. The latter is probably the 
most reasonabl~ solution, given the situation. 

I took additional bulk samples for Dr. Spackman at Penn State. r 
gave him a sample of the black peat from the south profile~ or 
actually the north face, of the datum block. This is also the 
source of a sample of red/brown peat in the same section. To 
obtain the rubber peat adn the underlying black, more finely 
decomposed peat, I moved to the east profile of N146 E61. 
Elevations, top and bottom, need to be taken on these soil 
samples. They will be logged in the soil sample log, which I 
also brought back to the apartment. 

In addition to these bulk samples, I had instructed several 
workers on Friday, to collect and bag chunks of wood, since this 
is a primary focus of Spackman's interest. Tnese materials will 
be packed double-sealed in plastic bags and sent to Spackman for 
analysis prior to his arrival. 

I will also be bagging and sacking and packing the core samples 
that Rick Holloway obtained earlier in the week. All this will 
be sent by UPS. 

Again, Bellomo needs to shoot in exact location and elevations 
for the pollen core samples. 

I contacted Kelly Girl and they have negotiated a contract with 
FSU. We will have two gentlemen on site for Monday, Tuesday and 
Wedensday. We will use them to haul dirt out in the buckets, 
leaving the excavation crew to work continuously and not worry 
about filling the buckets. I instructed Ann at Kelly Girls to 
get two strong, willing workers who could do the work all day 
long. She assured me there should be no problem. They both live 
in Titusville and I will meet them Monday morning at 7:00 at the 
Waffle House near the entrance to Windover Way. They are Wendell 
Rawles and William Delancy. 
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At 2:00, Tammy Stone and I went out to the Windover Farms 
Homeowners Association meeting at Fox Lake Park (now, 'Dale 
Roberts' Park, I believe, is the new name) where we enjoyed a 
meal. Also present: T. Penders, D. DeBacca, Cathy Behrenhausen 
and Dave Frantz. After we ate, Dan Cooper was~ more or less, 
sworn in as new president of the Windover Homeowners Association 
and he asked me to give a short (ten or fifteen minutes) talk on 
what we were doing, why it was so important and what we had found 
so far. At this meeting also, a question was raised as to 
where copies of the publications pertaining to the site could be 
found. I told them I was unsure what the simplest solution would 
be, but think we need to plan definitely on getting a short, 
perhaps twenty-five page, pamphlet together and send copies to 
Hansel. I mentioned that copies could probably be obtained from 
Lynn Hansel~s office. This may be the simplest method of 
disseminating information about the prOJEct. We need to put 
together a small pamphlet in lay terms without data presentation 
because there seems to be an obvious interest. Tammy Stone 
concurred in this assessment and said that many people visiting 
the lab also had the same question. 

On Friday evening, late, I had a call from Canadian 
and they did a short interview, probably for a 
announcement. I noted that our lab supervisor had 
reviewed the Canadian literature on preservation of 
materials (contact person: Judy McHelpen). 

Bt"'c.adcast i r,,;;! 
sh c.,. ... t l'",ews 
exterlsi vely 

wat e1''''--I I:I/;;I ged 

It is Sunday morning and again the three units Just mentioned 
have filled with water. The two most obvious and continually 
filling would be the two units that are deepest on the East 61 
line including N148 and N146. Water had also flowed into Ni46 
E59. 

I'm hoping that the level of water observed is the highest point 
it will reach. Again, some solution (packing a well-point may be 
the simplest) needs to be addressed. As the water comes up, it 
soaks the adJacent ul'"dts, arid the (.aces becc.me less stable .. 
Additionally, along the E59 line is our optImum profile/cross
section and we don't want to have to be battling water in there 
constantly. Several chunks of the rubber peat have been soaking 
in this water and their texture is essentially unchanged. That 
material would be virtually impossible to screen without 
destroying whatever was in it. It absolutely does not dissolve 
or modify, even slightly, with water contact or soaking~ 

I am again siphoning all the filled-in water, at this moment. if 
the dip in the rubber peat is consistent, which we will know when 
we finish the cross-section profile, it may be that most of the 
skeletal material had been deposited on the approximate margin 
Just above the dip. If this is true, we may not see additional 
skeletal material of significant quantity south of approximately 
the N-44 line. The well-point setting procedure, if I am 
correct, only recovered skeletal material from along the east 
dike, particularly in the northern half of the area, assuming we 
can come back next year, staggering another excavation unit of at 
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least this size east and north of the unit might 
productive. 

be the most 

Last night, I made a list of elevation data and locational data 
we needed from Bellomo and he may begin collection of that data 
on Monday and Tuesday_ 

The well-point we installed in N14B E61 is pulling water, but it 
is clearly not pulling enough to keep the flow down. Some of the 
point is clearly into the grey sand, that may not be the source 
of the water or else we would not see the obvious rise in water 
in these units. My suspicion is that it is following a fissure 
somewhere around 50 ems. below the rubber peat. We simply 
inserted the well-point and pushed it in as far as we could. I 
then took a siphon, sucked out the surrounding muck and sand in 
hopes of enlarging a cavity whereby water would flow into it. 
This has not been entirely successful as is apparent by the water 
in-flow. 

Most of the skeletal material in N150 E61 was removed on Friday 
by Penders and Barton, who stayed late. There are still some 
isolated elements remaining in the unit and they will be removed 
on Monday. 

If we connect several additional seven-foot swings, we can, in 
fact, reach this unit and drop a well-point horizontally into the 
floor. We also need to obtain a sample fo the peat from the very 
bottom of the deposit. If we run one, perhaps two, siphons while 
we are attempting to excavate a small 20 X 30 cm. sump, we may be 
able to obtain the peat material for a true basement date and 
still control the water at the same time. 

Two peculiar phenomenon are plaguing the excavation. They don't 
present MajOr problems. One of those is that even if a profile 
is cut nice and straight, given four or five days to two weeks, 
they tend to bow out noticeably. Additionally, our datum in the 
pond and on the road have varied Significantly, sometimes as much 
as 4.5 cms. so we really are dealing with an area which is 
floating above the grey sand. What causes the variation is not 
readily apparent? it may be related to the phases of the moon or 
the tides or something equally as obscure. One solution to this 
problem in future excavations would be to set up a permanent 
datum and transit station -- very far away -- and then have a 
large plastic telescoping stadia rod and two walkie-talkies 
whereby elevations within the pond could be taken with reference 
to the distant datum. How far distant you would have to go is a 
matter of speculation. 

I need to schedule a meeting in the next two weeks with Tanner, 
Hansel, Swan and possibly Spearman to discuss chances of 
obtaining additional funding - find out what resources these men 
and their organizations would be willing to provide us for a 
future field season. If they continue the same level of support, 
the next field season should go even more smoothly. We also need 
to come to a clear resolution on how to fill the excavation area. 



It seems the only realistic prospect would be to fill it with 
sand. We could calculate the yardage needed fairly simply and 
get an estimate of the approximate costa Thorough elevations 
would be takeh and we could probably leave a few of the well
points in, if we wanted to, and simply tack those onto the tab. 
We might also be able to use sections of PVC inserted into the 
old well-point holes to serve the same purpose. That would 
certainly be less expensive. This would provide us absolutely 
concrete identification of the earlier excavation area. 

As stated earlier, the density of skeletal material is greater in 
the northern section and particularly in the northeastern 
section. This would suggest the next excavation area should 
concentrate on this locale. This may be at the margins of the 
shallow area of the pond as it once stood. This would suggest 
that people waded out into the pond, probably no more than knee
deep, deposited the bodies and then backed out. 

A full evaluation of types of skeletal material and elements 
represented is clearly needed and unfortunately the long lab 
process makes this difficult prior to chemical stabilization. A 
rough field tally could be kept, but until dickel or I examine 
the material the evaluation of elemental nature might be an error 
and we would certainly have to duplicate the effort once we were 
in the lab. Therefore, it makes little sense to try to do it in 
the field and we must wait. 

Ysar Iscan, the physical anthropologist at Florida-Atlantic, in 
Boca Raton, has reported with (1 believe) Bob Carr on a site 
called teh maplewood site in which in a limestone solution hole 
and the feet had apparently been removed prior to burial. He 
speculated this might be an effort to keep the spirits of the 
dead in their resting place so that they would not bother the 
living. We obviously have some foot material, but I don't think 
we have as much as one would anticipate. Of course, if material 
is sliding down to the deeper portions of the pond, we might not 
uncover some of these materials since they tend to be more cuboid 
and might more rapidly migrate down-slope. (Maplewood = BBr193. 
The Gauthier site in west Cocoa. P. I~, B. Calvin Jones. It was 
worked during the spring seasons of 977, ~7B and '79 and the 
documentation, outside of Archives, is in the Florida 
Anthropologist, issues --; interviews with Jones by Bob Carr. AH. 

The units in the N140 line should be very interesting as they 
approach the rubber peat. I'm optimistic but also realistically 
sceptical that we will find additional material deposited there. 

On Monday and Tuesday, We need to see about having Lovoy take 
close-ups of all the different types of peat and material within 
the peat. Lovoy is approaching the end of a semester and feels 
he needs more time to concentrate lab activities for his own 
classes. The plan is for him to be out here all day Monday and 
Fridaya The rest of the time he will be off. He regrets this, 
but feels it is in his best interest or else he wi! not graduate 
on time. I certainly symoathize with him but suspect we may, in 
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the future, attempt to obtain a full time photographer, possibly 
from FSU School of Journalism or from FAMU which also has a 
photo-Journalism programp This way we would have someone who is 
more clearly trained in photo-Journalism and might be able to do 
the project as a masters project. This would of course, 
necessitate a slightly higher salary and also, we would probably 
need to pay this person per diem. In any event, I think we can 
anticipate a slightly larger crew. Particularly if we make one 
of the purchases; a small, light-weight conveyor belt system. 

We are now familiar with many of the problems in dealing with a 
site like this and can approach the excavation next year in a 
more efficient, straight-forward manner. One of the people I 
talked to at the Windover Farms Homeowners Association, his name 
was Russ, I don't have his last name, is an ecologist at NASA and 
has been involved in the reconstruction of the vegetation on 
Merritt Island-Cape Canaveral areas= He expressed great interest 
in coming out to the site and taking a look. He has a degree 
from the U. of Tenn. and he said his major professor had worked 
on several archaeological projects in the TVA excavation in that 
area, very interested in taking a look at what we were finding 
and possibly providing additional information to help us in our 
modern reconstruction of the environment. 

On Thursday afternoon of last week, I stayed late for a group of 
Cub Scouts, headed by Vince Hinkly. He mentioned he had a group 
of older boys who might be able to give us a hand. When it comes 
time for back-filling our shovel-tests on the hammock, we might 
be able to put them to use. I would feel less guilty about hving 
them do this than having the archaeolgoical society out of Cocoa 
do it. Someone will clearly have to do it, that's' obvious. 

We also need to get a profiling crew going within the next week 
or so. We'11 start them down in the excavation area where Dickel 
and I can monitor their progress and make corrections where 
necessary , Once they do five or six profiles down there, we 
should be able to let them loose on their own on the hammock. 
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Mr. Art Tucker, who lives on the south/east side of Bird Lake 
Marsh, has stopped by a number of times and is reporting to find 
that rubbery peat on his property, too, when he was doing some 
small drainage ditcheso I know the locations and Spackman and I 
may go there to collect some samples. Tucker also owns the lots, 
at least three or four, Just south of our property and has been 
putting in some garbage pits, several of which I've looked at and 
I see nothing but 30 to 40 ems. of dark grey sand, no 
archaelogical material, underlain by a yellowish-green marly 
sandu This is probably the same thing as we are seeing except 
ours has more water in it, therefore, seems to be a little greyer 
and less yellow in color. I don't anticipate seeing any 
archaeological material in these excavations, but they do provide 
an additional insight into the soils of the area. Several of the 
holes I've examined have been 8 to 12 feet feep and, as I said, 
nothing unusual has been observed in these areas. If there had 
been, I think Mrn Tucker would have been as cooperative as he 
could be. 
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